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We are able to facilitate guidance sessions for smaller groups or run in the form of a drop in session. This is designed to 

support students to help complete their application forms and provide information on the next steps once their applications 

are complete. It would also be a good opportunity for them to ask any questions they may have in relation to our College 

facilities or specific courses.  

Who for?: Years 11 -13  
How many?: Groups with a maximum of 10 or drop in session  
When?: All year round   

We are available to attend your schools Careers Fair or Parents Evening to answer any course or college related questions, 

both students and parents may have. If a large number of students do show particular interest in a subject area, it can be 

arranged for curriculum staff to attend also.  

Who for?: Years 9 -13  
How many?: Year groups to whole school  
When?: All year round   

We are able to set up a stall for students to come and ask questions about courses and facilities as well as take away any 

literature they may need to help them make a decision about their post-16 futures.  

Who for?: Accessible to whole school  
How many?: Accessible to whole school  
When?: All year round   

We have a number of presentations available to your students that are designed to help them make decisions about their post-

16 options. Our talks range from discussing our vocational and apprenticeship courses to showcasing our facilities at the 

College and preparing students for College-life.  

Who for?: Years 9 - 11  
How many?: Small groups, classes or whole year groups  
How long? Sessions can run from 15minutes to one hour  
When?: All year round   
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Tours of all three of our campuses are designed to show off our curriculum areas and facilities, which enable your students to 

get a real feel for what it would be like to study with us. Students will also have the opportunity to do a question and answer 

session to ensure they leave feeling better informed about BCG. Applications can also be made on the day.  

Who for?: Years 9 –11 
How long?: 40 minutes to an hour  
When?: All year round   

If you work with young people or teach locally and would like to be able to discuss our facilities with your students, we are able 

to arrange tours for Teaching and Careers staff.  

Who for?: Professional educators of young people  
How long?: 40 minutes to an hour  
When?: All year round   

Our exam stress workshop is designed to help students find ways in which they can manage their workload during the GCSE 

period and again, prepare them for their post-16 futures. It can be arranged for our performance coaches to join the session 

and help deliver this  

Who for?: Year 10-11  
How long?: 20 minutes to an hour  
When?: Jan-May  

As well as the services offered above, we can also arrange for students to come into the college to have taster 

sessions in specific subject areas. This is designed for students who are considering pursuing a career in one of 

our subject offerings.  

 

Contact schoolsliasion@buckscollegegroup.ac.uk for requests of these natures as it will need to be arranged and 

facilitated with our curriculum staff in advance.  

 

Please note: We provide promotional material at all of our events and information sessions to ensure students 

have something to take away with them in relation to the information they receive.  

 

We look forward to working with you. 
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